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This work presents a methodology for discovering structure in design repository data-
bases, toward the ultimate goal of stimulating designers through design-by-analogy.
Using a Bayesian model combined with latent semantic analysis (LSA) for discovering
structural form in data, an exploration of inherent structural forms, based on the content
and similarity of design data, is undertaken to gain useful insights into the nature of the
design space. In this work, the approach is applied to uncover structure in the U.S. patent
database. More specifically, the functional content and surface content of the patents are
processed and mapped separately, yielding structures that have the potential to develop a
better understanding of the functional and surface similarity of patents. Structures cre-
ated with this methodology yield spaces of patents that are meaningfully arranged into
labeled clusters, and labeled regions, based on their functional similarity or surface con-
tent similarity. Examples show that cross-domain associations and transfer of knowledge
based on functional similarity can be extracted from the function based structures, and
even from the surface content based structures as well. The comparison of different struc-
tural form types is shown to yield different insights into the arrangement of the space, the
interrelationships between the patents, and the information within the patents that is
attended to—enabling multiple representations of the same space to be easily accessible
for design inspiration purposes. In addition, the placement of a design problem in the
space effectively points to the most relevant cluster of patents in the space as an effective
starting point of stimulation. These results provide a basis for automated discovery of
cross-domain analogy, among other implications for creating a computational design
stimulation tool. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4023484]

1 Introduction

There are many methodologies and philosophies for achieving
effective engineering design, one proven approach to achieving
innovative solutions being “design-by-analogy” [1]. Design-by-
analogy is a process in which designers use design solutions from
other domains in order to gain inspiration or insight for the design
problem at hand. Design-by-analogy is becoming more popular
with designers in industry. Some examples include applying
MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) technology to the
manufacture of photovoltaic cells, using video game technology
to inspire the control of a BMW, or using formula 1 vehicle sus-
pension systems as inspiration for Nike shoe shock absorption
technology [2–5]. This method remains challenging, however, due
to the lack of a practical, efficient, procedural way to find these
meaningful analogies. The work presented here attempts to make
progress toward a solution to that challenge.

1.1 Understanding Design-by-Analogy Through Cognitive
Studies. The way humans form concepts about design is impor-
tant to understanding the use of analogies. Bloom found that when
adult humans attempt to categorize artifacts in to artifact kinds,
the function of the artifact is not the only important component in
making this judgment but also the physical appearance. More
importantly, he conjectures that the crucial factor in determining
artifact kind lies in the intention of the creator of the artifact [6].
This work is directly related to humans’ ability to find and use
analogies in design. If designers find a design solution or technol-
ogy with potential for analogical transfer (a source artifact) and

categorize it as a particular artifact kind, their ability to transfer
that knowledge to an alternate artifact kind or application may be
hindered by previous categorization of the artifact.

Defeyter and German found that artifact concepts play an im-
portant part in problem solving, and that the intended purpose
leads to their concept of artifact function [7]. Thus, if humans nat-
urally struggle to repurpose artifacts when primed with their
intended use, there may be implications for the conditions under
which analogical transfer is more likely to occur.

Analogy and external stimuli in engineering design has been
studied in a number of ways. Studies have been performed to
understand how the introduction of analogies affects the ideation
process and outcomes [8–11], with some studies specifically
examining how the introduction of analogies with different levels
of applicability to the design problem affects individual designers
[12,13]. In addition, work has been done to better understand
when and how the introduction of external stimuli to designers is
most beneficial to design outcomes. For example, it has been
shown that if subjects have “open goals” (i.e., unsolved problems)
in mind when exposed to information that could be relevant to the
design problem, those open goals can aid problem solving
[14,15]; this open goal effect is achieved by giving subjects sup-
plemental valuable information, or hints consisting of distant or
unobvious information, only after solving has already begun.

Tseng et al. further studied the effect of open goals in combina-
tion with manipulating the type of external stimuli introduced.
They found that giving subjects information that was analogous
but distantly related to the design problem caused them to produce
more solutions with more diversity and a higher level of novelty
when open goals existed; in the absence of open goals (i.e., prior
to the introduction of the problem to be solved), highly similar
analogous information was more easily applied than distantly
related analogous information [13].
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Negative effects of introducing analogical information or exam-
ples are possible as well, a main one being design fixation
[16–19], or the “blind adherence to a set of ideas or concepts lim-
iting the output of conceptual design” [16]. Jansson and Smith
showed that introducing examples can cause designers to generate
solutions that mimic the examples, to the point of violating the
design problem objectives [16]. Ward et al. showed that designers
included aspects of examples in their solutions, even when explic-
itly told not to, implying that they have little control over the
degree to which they are influenced by examples they see Refs.
[20,21]. The extension of the work presented here is to facilitate
the use of analogy to inspire designers, with the presupposition
that these external stimuli would be introduced at the appropriate
point in ideation, in the most helpful format and under the best
conditions, as informed by the previous research outlined above.

1.2 Design Tools and Computational Design Aids. A sig-
nificant area of research in engineering design is the creation of
computational tools to aid designers during the design process.
Stone and Wood created a functional basis in order to provide a
universal language to facilitate functional modeling, a useful tool
in the ideation process [22]. This functional basis work has been
extended and adapted a great deal, one example of which is a bio-
logical functional basis [23]. This functional basis and language
of design work is crucial to the work presented here, as it informs
the exploration of functional interrelatedness of patents as com-
pared to surface interrelatedness.

The U.S. patent database has been a focus of computational
design aids for its convenient cataloguing of extant technology
and engineering design. TRIZ (from Russian, the theory of inven-
tive problem solving) uses heuristic rules (such as use of oppo-
sites) to help engineers overcome impasses in functional reasoning
by searching through patents [24]. TRIZ and functional basis have
been combined to create an axiomatic conceptual design model
[25]. Souili et al. developed a method to identify candidates auto-
matically using linguistic markers for use in TRIZ and inventive
design method (IDM) [26,27]. Cascini and Russo created a
method for automatically identifying the contradiction underlying
a given technical system using textual analysis of patents for use
in TRIZ [28]. Patent citation data have been used to find the inter-
relatedness between technologies, and the benefits of tapping into
the technology knowledge base created by competitors within a
particular design field [29]. Syntactic similarity between patent
claims has been explored for the purpose of aiding in patent
infringement research [30]. Patent repository tools and patent min-
ing have been used to ascertain potential future market trends, rec-
ognize prolific inventors, and more, for business purposes. The
mining of these patents included characterizing them by the num-
ber of citations, number of claims, average number of words per
claim, number of classes that the patent spans, etc., [31]. Patent
mapping methods of semantic content have been developed for
the purpose of ascertaining patent portfolio overlap in mergers and
acquisitions of companies [32]. Bohm et al. used the Design Re-
pository at Oregon State University to perform a function based
search using Chi matrix and morphological matrix techniques to
find components that were present in concepts generated by hand,
showing the potential for a computational design aid tool [33].
Our work focuses on using the textual content of the patents,
which it is hoped will allow for richer outcomes. In addition,
design repositories in general, not necessarily populated with pat-
ent data, have been explored as resources for designers, serving as
ways to share and reuse designs to streamline the product design
of complex engineering systems [34]. This previous design reposi-
tory work involved storing CAD (computer aided design) models
of components and assemblies for future design applications in a
central database, allowing designers to save time and perhaps gain
insight into previous models and designs. Our focus is on structur-
ing design repositories and more open-ended analogical transfer.

Koch et al. created a tool called PatViz, which allows for visual
exploration of iterative and complex patent searches and queries

using all types of patent data, including full text. One graph view
within this tool is created by the user in a guided process, not
through an algorithm. There are three visualizations of interest
within the tool called Patent Graph, which is a fully connected
web of patents, and 3D image plane detector (IPD) Treemap,
which is a 3D tree structure of the patents based on a predefined
classification schema, and the Aggregation Tree, which is another
tree view that deals with predefined adjustable hierarchies [35].
The important difference between the work of Koch et al. and the
work presented here is that the structures within the PatViz tool
are either predefined or user-defined classification schemes, while
this work uses an exploration methodology to discover the best
(and multiple different) structures to describe the set of patents.
The form of the structure itself changes as the data being exam-
ined changes.

A BioMedical Patent Semantic Web was created by Mukherjea
et al., which found semantic associations between important biolog-
ical terms within biomedical patents and returned a ranked list of
patent resources and a Semantic Web that displays the relationships
between the important terms and between resources. This work was
performed with the intent of aiding in avoiding patent infringement.
The Semantic Webs are fully connected graphs with no imposed
structure, and the data used only include the abstract of the patents
being examined. In addition, the webs were not generated using a
Bayesian inference approach [36]. Chakrabarti et al. used a topic
model, which employs Bayesian inference to train a model on a
small data set of documents and then automatically categorize the
remaining documents into “topics,” leading to a taxonomy or hier-
archical structure [37]. That work does not explore structures other
than hierarchies, and is not applied to the exploration of these struc-
tures as fodder for analogical design work.

As stated previously, it is logical to turn to the U.S. patent data-
base as an effective repository of analogical or cross-domain design
solutions. However, due to the size and complexity of the U.S. pat-
ent database, it is difficult to make it useful to designers. There
have been many attempts to automate, aid, or streamline the search
of the U.S. patent database. Theories like TRIZ and their resulting
tools [24,25,38–45], and even the simple key word search on the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) website or
Google Patents have attempted to make access to the information
more streamlined, but it is still difficult to understand the character-
istics relevant to a design problem within the “space” of patents
[24]. Computational “innovation support tools” marketed to busi-
nesses and innovators have also been developed [46,47], as well as
a number of other research driven design support tools and method-
ologies [48–52]. These methods and tools rely heavily on the users
to generate the terms or analogies of their own accord and dredge
through search results. Psychology literature indicates that retrieval
of far-field analogies is cognitively difficult [53], and remindings
tend to be limited by surface similarity [54], meaning the probabil-
ity of retrieving surface dissimilar analogies is low. With a way to
extract the interrelatedness and interconnectedness of patents in the
space and in addition, with respect to a specific design problem,
designers might be able to strategically choose which cross-domain
designs to expose themselves to, or even traverse the space in a
more intentional and meaningful exploratory way. By allowing for
more efficient and insightful access to external analogical stimuli,
designers have the potential to create more innovative design solu-
tions. The algorithm and methodology behind discovering this
interrelatedness, or structure, within a patent space, or design repo-
sitories in general, is presented next.

1.3 Bayes and Discovering Structural Form. Bayesian
models have been used to describe human cognition for centuries
[55]. Jaynes describes human plausible reasoning as a calculation
of the degree of plausibility of a particular hypothesis being true
based on previous experience and common sense, and given the
facts at hand, corresponding directly to the components that must
be considered when calculating the posterior probability of a
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hypothesis being true given a set of data using Bayes rule [56].
This link between the Bayesian algorithm and human cognition is
crucial to the motivation behind this methodology. It is hoped that
the structures of patents will be closer to human structuring of
data or information, and therefore more easily understood and
useful.

Although finding the structure in data is not an easy or new prob-
lem, it has the potential to yield valuable insights if successful. Lin-
neaus’ discovered that living organisms are best described by a tree
structure, or Mendeleev found the periodic structure of the elements
[57]. More elementary to understanding and discovering structures,
however, is clustering and categorization of data. Categorization is
a topic that has been studied both in human cognition and in model-
ing human cognition [58–62]. While methods such as Latent
Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) [63] and others have been used to catego-
rize documents based on the text within them, extracting taxono-
mies and semantic similarity [63–66], LSA was chosen because it
has been used successfully by Dong et al., the authors, and others in
our field to track common understanding and design representa-
tions. LSA will be discussed in more detail, as it is a main compo-
nent of the methodology presented for discovering structural form
in a patent space. However, first, we review Bayesian reasoning.

Bayes Rule is a result of elementary probability theory. Given
two random variables A and B, which, respectively, can take on
values a and b, the following relationship describing the joint
probabilities and a and b are true

P a; bð Þ ¼ P ajbð ÞP bð Þ (1)

P a; bð Þ ¼ P bjað ÞP að Þ (2)

Setting Eqs. (1) and (2) equal, we can rearrange them to be Bayes
rule

P bjað Þ ¼ PðajbÞP bð Þ
P að Þ (3)

There are four terms in Bayes Rule, each with an important signif-
icance. For example, consider a problem in which an agent is try-
ing to infer a process responsible for generating data, d. h is a
hypothesis about what this process could be [55]. Bayes Rule for
this scenario is written as

P hjdð Þ ¼ P djhð ÞP hð Þ
P dð Þ (4)

where the following can be defined:

(1) The “prior probability”—P(h), the probability that agent
ascribes h is the true generating process, independent of
data d.

(2) The “posterior probability”—P(h|d), how agent should
change beliefs in light of d—or, the degree of belief in h
conditioned on observation of d.

(3) The “likelihood”—P(d|h), the probability of the data given
the hypothesis, reweights each hypothesis by how well it
predicts the data.

(4) The “marginal probability”—P(d), the probability distribu-
tion associated with d, calculated by summing over the
other variable(s) in the joint distribution, where

P dð Þ ¼ Rh0�HP djh0ð ÞP h0ð Þ (5)

and h0 is an alternative hypothesis, H is the set of all hypoth-
eses considered. The posterior probability, the left hand side
of Bayes Rule, is calculated using the other three terms
described above [55]. Kemp and Tenenbaum use this for-
mula to calculate the probability that the data has structure S
and form F given data D. A form is defined by the graph
grammar that is used to create it. These forms include a par-
tition, chain, order, ring, tree, hierarchy, grid, and cylinder,

described in more detail in Sec. 1.4. These structures origi-
nate from psychology literature [67] and appear in formal
models in many different research efforts [60,68–79]. One
example from the work of Inhelder and Piaget is the classifi-
cation scheme that children use in simple logic operations—
which is based on a tree structure and an order. Kemp and
Tenenbaum argue that the structural forms included in the
algorithm are often and commonly found, are “useful for
describing the world and that they spring to mind naturally
when scientists seek formal descriptions of a domain” [57].

A structure S is a particular instantiation of a form F. To be
clear, a graph of data D with a certain form can be represented by
a number of different configurations, or structures. The three
terms that go into calculating this posterior probability, which
serves as the score of a particular structural form within the algo-
rithm, were chosen and calculated as follows [57]:

P S;FjDð Þ a P DjSð ÞP SjFð ÞP Fð Þ (6)

where

(1) P(F), the prior on the space of forms, is a uniform distribu-
tion over the forms under consideration.

(2) P(S|F), the prior on the structures, favors graphs where k,
the number of clusters, is small: P(S|F) a hk if S is compati-
ble with F, and P(S|F)¼ 0 otherwise; here, h¼ e�3.

(3) P(D|S), the likelihood, measures how well the structure S
accounts for the data D. P(D|S) will be high if the features
in D vary smoothly over the graph S, that is, if entities
nearby in S tend to have similar feature values.

(4) The normalizing constant, the marginal probability, is cal-
culated using set theory, as a sum of the products of the
number of F-structures with k occupied cluster nodes and
the number of ways to partition n elements into k nonempty
sets.

1.4 Structural Form Descriptions. The possible structural
forms to consider with the algorithm are described in Fig. 1
[57,79]. For each type of structural form, a form is shown and a
language of generative rules (graph grammar) is given that
describes how the structural form is generated.

1.5 Latent Semantic Analysis. In our work, Kemp and Ten-
enbaum’s algorithm is combined with preprocessing and postpro-
cessing using LSA, a computational text analysis tool that extracts
contextual similarity of documents and words [64–66]. LSA has
four main steps as follows:

(1) A word-by-document matrix is created, in which the col-
umns are the individual text passages (here, the patents),
the rows are the words that appear in the documents, and
the cells are populated by a tally of the number of times
each word appears in each document.

(2) An “entropy weighting” step is performed, a two-part trans-
formation on the word-by-document matrix that gives a
more accurate weighting of the word-type occurrences
based on their inferred importance in the passages. For
example, if a word occurs very often across all documents,
it will have a low weight in the space, like words “the” and
“a,” etc.

(3) Singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on the
transformed matrix, with an output of three matrices (U, S,
and V). U and V are orthonormal matrices whose rows and
columns correspond, respectively, to the words and docu-
ments in the LSA space. S is a diagonal matrix of singular
values. Dimensionality reduction of the LSA space can be
performed by altering the S matrix to only contain the top n
values along the diagonal, which can eliminate noise
and lead to better results in analyses with large corpora.
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However, due to the small size of the corpora used in the
example in this paper (100 patents, although the methodol-
ogy can in principle handle a much larger number), full
dimensionality was maintained.

(4) The cosine similarity between documents can then be cal-
culated by multiplying S and the transpose of V and calcu-
lating the dot product between all pairs of resulting vectors.
This yields what is essentially a matrix of document-to-
document coherence values. These values range from �1 to
1, where �1 signifies a perfect negative correlation, 1 signi-
fies a perfect positive correlation, and 0 signifies that there
is no correlation. Thus, if two documents were exactly the
same, a value of 1 would be output for that cosine similarity
[64–66].

2 Methodology

There are three parts to producing the structures presented in
the Sec. 3 of this paper. First, LSA is used to preprocess the pat-
ents, producing patent similarity data. Second, a Bayesian infer-
ence algorithm devised by Kemp and Tenenbaum is used to
discover structural forms in the patent data, using the output from
LSA as input. Third, LSA is used again to create labels that
describe the clusters of patents that have been created in the struc-
ture, based on word to document similarity calculations.

2.1 Preprocessing With LSA. LSA is used in this work to
generate “similarity” data for input into the structural form discov-
ery algorithm. Given an initial set of patents, the abstract and
description of the patents are first parsed from HTM (HyperText
Markup Language) text. Using a part-of-speech (POS) tagger, the
verbs, adverbs, adjectives and nouns are tagged separately for
each patent, and repeat words are included. The set of patents is
reduced to only verbs for one data set, the functional data set, and
only nouns for the second data set, the surface data set. This con-
cept is derived from the work of Stone and Wood, in which the
authors discuss how the part of speech of a word indicates its roll
in design descriptions [22]. Verbs tend to describe functionality
because they correspond to what something does or should do.
Nouns tend to describe components, applications, or elements of a
design, and thus are chosen here to represent surface attributes of
the patents. Further work could include an expansion on this con-
cept, including non-infinitive verb forms in the function data set
and adjectives in the surface data set. The set of 100 patents used
are enumerated in Appendix A including their U.S. patent number,
title, and index number with respect to the results in this paper.
These patents were randomly chosen, though prefiltered to include
only mechanical patents, as classified within the U.S. Patent clas-
sification system as “body treatment and care, heating and cool-
ing, material handling and treatment, mechanical manufacturing,
mechanical power, static, and related arts.” The patents were cho-
sen randomly in order to exhibit the extendibility of this method
to any set of patents, and its robustness in the face of limited inter-
vention in the choosing of the initial subset of patents. The content
of the structures and insights drawn from them will change
depending on the set of patents that is chosen as input. It is hoped
that eventually, this method will be extended to much larger data-
sets, to characterize very large portions of the patent database.

LSA, as described in Sec. 1.5, is then run on both data sets of
the set of patents. Two symmetric cosine similarity matrices are
produced, describing the similarity between the patents based on
the functional or surface text within the patents. These matrices
serve as the input similarity data for the algorithm for discovering
structural form. Note that these data are not dissimilar in form
from the similarity data used in Kemp and Tenenbaum’s work, for
example, the face recognition data [57]. Kemp and Tenenbaum
did not use LSA to generate the data, however. This LSA prepro-
cessing step does not alter the functionality of the algorithm
devised by Kemp and Tenenbaum, but rather serves as an input
data generation step.

2.2 Discovery of Structural Form. These structures are
found across a wide variety of cognitive and other domains, as
described in Sec. 1.3. We argue that if these structures are expres-
sive of repeated descriptions of the natural world, then they are
likely to be very relevant to designer thinking as well, making
them a promising tool for stimulating design. This theory is tested
in further work performed by the authors with a cognitive engi-
neering design study [80,81]. The structures have the potential to
indicate underlying relationships among design repository data, as
they have done with many other example data sets as presented in
Kemp and Tenenbaum’s work, making them apt to uncover infor-
mation that could be novel and inspirational to designers.

The algorithm for discovering structural form as it is applied to
the LSA output patent similarity data includes the following steps
[57,79]:

(1) Preprocess the feature data D by shifting the mean of the
matrix to zero. Calculate normalized covariance matrix for
D, defined as (1/m)DDT, where m is the number of features,
or nonredundant nontrivial words included in the entire set
of patents. Shifting the mean of D to zero normalizes the
feature matrix to allow the calculated covariance to be com-
parable to the “empirical covariance.”

(2) Find the form F and the structure S of that form that best
capture the relationships between these patents by maxi-
mizing the posterior probability—the probability that the
data has structure S and form F given data D; i.e., search
for the structure S and form F that jointly maximize the
scoring function P(S, F|D). For example, the patents might
best fit into the structural form of a tree.

(3) To identify the structure and form that maximize the poste-
rior, a separate greedy search is run for each candidate
form:
• All patents are assigned to a single cluster.
• The algorithm splits a cluster at each iteration, using a

graph grammar that builds the structure (such as a tree)
after each split.

• Attempt to improve the score using several proposals,
including proposals that move an entity from one cluster
to another and proposals that swap two clusters.

• The search concludes once the score can no longer be
improved.

All eight forms, the partition, chain, order, ring, tree, hierarchy,
grid, and cylinder, all shown in Fig. 1, were used as candidate
forms. The output of this step of the methodology is the best struc-
ture (instantiation) of each candidate form, and the associated pos-
terior probability. Using the posterior probability values, the best
structure can be identified. In Sec. 3, we focus on the best struc-
tures as determined by the algorithm, though later work will
explore the meaning and value of alternative structural representa-
tions of the data that are not the “best” in terms of posterior proba-
bilities, but may have other useful meanings.1

2.3 Cluster Labeling With LSA. The third step in the meth-
odology employs LSA once again. The purpose of the postpro-
cessing is to create an automated way to be able to analyze the
meaning of the connections between patents in the structures that
are output with a characterization of the connections between or
clustering of patents. If one attempted to understand the raw out-
put from the algorithm, it would require extensive cross-
referencing between patent documents and the structure, juggling
many pieces of information at once. This postprocessing allows
for a “snapshot” of the meaning of the connections to be seen.
Latent Semantic Analysis is used to find the words in the LSA
space that had the highest cosine similarity value to each patent

1The authors make the assumption that the algorithm produces valid results from
a computational standpoint, as confirmed by the synthetic data analyses performed
by Kemp and Tenenbaum. Due to the fact that the algorithm itself was unchanged,
this is a valid assumption.
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by multiplying the U, S, and V matrices. The output from this
aforementioned calculation was then used in two different ways,
described next. To summarize, the first method, the Highest Aver-
age Rank labeling method, generates labels that are based on the
words that are the highest average rank to the set of patents in a
cluster—often yielding a good, high level, more abstracted set of
functionalities or terms that might be better suited for analogical
mapping and transfer. However, the drawback of this method is
that at times, the highest ranked terms in common to the patents in
a cluster are too general, and do not supply specific enough infor-
mation to be useful for analogical transfer. The second method,
the Highest Cosine Similarity labeling method, generates labels
that are based on the words that have the highest absolute cosine
similarity value to each patent in the cluster. This yields labels
that have very specific information to some or all patents, which
can provide detail or context when the first method produces
labels that are too broad or generic. However, this method can
lead to labels that are not relevant to all patents in the cluster,
which could be misleading in terms of the content and meaning of
the cluster. The two methods are juxtaposed in the structures pre-
sented in Sec. 3, providing both sets of benefits, while mitigating
the drawbacks of one another simultaneously.

2.3.1 Highest Average Rank Labeling. The first method of
cluster labeling finds the words for the set of patents within a clus-
ter that have the highest average ranks. Each patent has a column
vector associated with it, comprised of the words in the LSA space

ranked in order of descending cosine similarity value to that pat-
ent. The ranks for a word in the space are then tabulated across all
patents in a particular cluster, and the average of these ranks is
found. This is repeated for all words in the LSA space. The aver-
age ranks for the set of words in the cluster are then sorted in de-
scending order, and the top words are used to label the cluster of
patents within the graphs of the structural forms to allow them to
be more easily interpretable.

2.3.2 Highest Cosine Similarity Labeling. The second
method of cluster labeling finds the words for the set of patents
with the highest cosine similarity values in the LSA space. The
top twenty words and their corresponding cosine similarity values
from each patent within a cluster are tabulated. The pooled top
words from the patents within a cluster are then sorted by their co-
sine similarity values, and the top words are used to label the clus-
ter of patents within the structural form graph. Again, the number
of words used in the label is easily variable, but is chosen to be
five initially in this work.

In the results presented next, the results from both labeling
methods are displayed on the structures. The highest average
rank method is noted as method 1, and the highest cosine similar-
ity method is noted as method 2. There were some words that
were excluded from the labels, as they were at the top of almost
all lists of words, or deemed to be specific to patent description
language rather than technology description language. These
words included: use, provide, comprise, disclose, say, utilize,

Fig. 1 Verbal and pictorial descriptions of structural forms and their generative processes
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invention, invent, position, embodiment, describe, object, sum-
mary, background, material, fig, example, device, method, appli-
cation, patent, assembly, end, extend, include, illustrate, refer,
cause, mean.

2.4 Design Problem Placement. In addition to the 100 pat-
ents, a design problem was added into the LSA space as one of
the documents. The design problem was one that has been used
throughout this body of work by the authors, the text of which is
the following:

Design a device to collect energy from human motion for use in
developing and impoverished rural communities in places like
India and many African countries. Our goal is to build a low-cost,
easy to manufacture device targeted at individuals and small
households to provide energy to be stored in a rechargeable bat-
tery with approximately 80% efficiency. The energy is intended to
be used by small, low power draw electrical devices, such as a ra-
dio or lighting device, hopefully leading to an increase in the
quality of life of the communities by increasing productivity, con-
nection to the outside world, etc. The target energy production is

1 kW h per day, roughly enough to power eight 25 W compact
fluorescent light bulbs for 5 h each per day, or enough to power a
CB radio for the entire day.

For reference, an average adult human can output about 200 W
with full body physical activity for short periods of time, with a
significant reduction for sustained power output.

The purpose of this step was to locate what can be thought of as
a “starting point” in the space, by calculating the average cosine
similarity of the set of patents in each cluster to the design prob-
lem, and selecting the cluster with the highest average cosine sim-
ilarity to the design problem as the starting point. This cluster is
marked with a star in the figures shown in Sec. 3.

3 Results and Discussion

Figures 2–5 display the results of the methodology presented in
Sec. 2, including the results of both labeling methods. Figures 2
and 3 show the best structure found by the algorithm, a hierarchy
for both function based, meaning verb content from patents, and
surface based, meaning noun content, patent data. Figures 4 and 5
show the third best structure found by the algorithm, a ring

Fig. 2 Best function based structure, hierarchy showing regions of functionality
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structure for both function and surface based patent data. The third
best structure was chosen to be included because the second best
was a tree structure, which would not be as effective for demon-
strating the diversity of structure types and their insights.

3.1 Regions. To start, the overall trends in the structures are
discussed in order to become familiar with the results. Figures 2–5
display trends in the structures with respect to regions of functional-
ity and surface content. These regions were extracted by the
researcher, not computationally, which is a potential area of future
research. The regions were extracted by examining the general
trends of the labels from both methods, and determining areas of
common function or surface content. In Fig. 2, it can be seen that
there are five general regions of functionality, and these regions tend
to align with the branches of the hierarchy structure. The regions
include: receive, secure/mount/attach, rotate/pivot, physically alter/
manufacture, and connect. While the patents in these clusters and
regions do not in most cases have the main functionality of the
region in which they are included, they do have subfunctionalities in
common—which is to be expected when one considers the diversity
of the immense patent database that will be represented in a random
sampling of mechanical patents. These common subfunctionalities
are exciting because they bring together patents from different appli-
cation domains, potentially exposing a designer to technologies they
would not have thought to be related, or even inspiring cross-
domain analogical transfer of design information.

For example, the Fig. 2 shows patents 25, a horseshoe, and patent
19, Attachments in model airplanes, in the same region of “Secure/

Attach/Mount” —in just looking at the titles of these patents, found
in Appendix A, the reader can “at a glance” gauge that they have
analogous functionality that might inspire a designer who is looking
for different ways to affix something to something else. In a second
example, Fig. 2 shows patent 62, an adjustable probe, and patent
41, automated apparatus and method for consolidating products for
packaging, grouped together in the “Receive” region—where likely
the probe was placed for receiving signals or information, and the
packaging apparatus was placed for receiving goods to be pack-
aged. This is an example of a grouping of patents into a region
based on functionality that does not align with their area of applica-
tion—which, again, could be beneficial to a design-by-analogy pro-
cess seeking cross-industry transfer of knowledge. It is
acknowledged that these regions, clusters, and labels are not per-
fect, and at times may be misrepresentative—an opportunity for
improvement that will be addressed in future work.

Figure 3 displays the surface content regions extracted from the
best surface based structure, a hierarchy. The regions that emerged
were: fluid control/flow, air flow (really a subset of the previous),
containers, medical, vehicles, and mechanical. Similar to the func-
tion based structure, the regions tend to align with the branches of
the hierarchical structure, indicating that the structuring algorithm
is extracting meaningful relationships between the patents and clus-
ters of patents. The difference between the surface based structure
regions and the function based structure regions is that, naturally,
areas of surface similarity emerge, instead of functional similarity.
For example, patent 27, wound site management and wound closure
device, is grouped with patent 49, high performance braided

Fig. 3 Best surface based structure, hierarchy showing regions of surface content
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catheter, in the “medical” region, as they are both technologies
related to the field of medicine. This association of patents is one
that would likely be made by a human, grouping based on field of
application. Another example is the grouping of patent 60, interac-
tive toy (a Furby), and patent 69, bale handling apparatus, which
both are mechanical devices, powered by motors. In this example,
what is interesting is that the field of application is different, but the
components or features of the designs and technologies are overlap-
ping. This is evidence that cross-industry associations can happen
in the surface based structures as well—indicating that both surface
based and function based structures may be useful as the basis for
computational design-by-analogy aids.

Figure 4 shows the regions extracted from the function based
ring structure, some of which overlap with the hierarchy regions,
and some of which do not. This is interesting, as it implies that
different insights can be extracted from the different form types—
making it valuable to not only examine the best structure, but the
others as well. The regions in the function based ring structure are
connect, lock/attach/mount, drive motor/rotate/pivot, supply/
transport, contain/cover, and physically alter/manufacture. For
example, while patents 25, a horseshoe, and patent 19, Attach-
ments in model airplanes, were in the same region of “Secure/
Attach/Mount” in the hierarchy structure, patent 19 is now in a
region labeled “Connect.” Patent 19, Attachments in model air-
planes, is now in the ring structure associated with patents like
patent 27, wound site management and wound closure device—
where the analogous functionality is connecting parts of airplanes
together, and connecting areas of human/animal tissue together.
Another example is patent 84, smoke generating apparatus, and
patent 46, method and apparatus for disposing of waste material—

which are grouped in the “Connect” region together in the hierar-
chy structure, likely due to the connections required for material
(smoke or waste) flow, but which are placed in separate regions in
the ring structure of “Supply/transport” (patent 84) and “Contain/
cover” (patent 46). The focus is shifted to the functionality of
transporting the smoke or supplying the air for intake to the appa-
ratus in patent 84, and the containment of the waste in patent 46.
These insights demonstrate that different insights into functional
relationships between patents can emerge by examining different
forms of structures.

Finally, Fig. 5 displays the regions that emerge in the third best
surface based structure, a ring. The regions for this structure are:
motion/mechanical, fluid flow/control, medical, structure, and
container. Many of these regions overlap with those found in the
hierarchy structure in Fig. 3, though some do not. Patent 16, face
mask, for example, is found in the “Medical” region of the ring
structure, but found in the “Container” region of the hierarchy
structure—both of which are sensible places to find this patent,
but which contextualize it differently in terms of aspects of the
patent to attend to. Patent 64, wheeled cart with removable skis, is
found in the “Vehicle” region of the hierarchy structure, while
found in the “Container” region of the ring structure—the first
classifying it based on its transportation capabilities, while the
second is classifying it based on its ability to hold or contain mate-
rials/goods. As seen in the discussion of Fig. 4, different insights
can emerge as a result of examining the different form.

3.2 Type of Structure: Hierarchy versus Ring. As evi-
denced by the examples discussed in Sec. 3.1, there are different
insights that emerge from representing the same patent space in

Fig. 4 Third best function based structure, ring showing regions of functionality
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different ways. This is one of the advantages of employing the
Kemp and Tenenbaum algorithm, as it generates eight different
representations of the space, along with scores corresponding to
the order of quality of fit to the data. Rerepresenting a space with
different regions or clustering can help a designer examine differ-
ent functions or surface features of patents that can be attended to,
which could lead to facilitation of cross-domain transfer of knowl-
edge and access to far-field analogies through previously uncon-
sidered connections between patents. For the purposes of
stimulating design, multiple representations have been shown to
be beneficial to the design process [10].

In addition, the forms explored in the algorithm and their gener-
ative graph grammars have different levels of restrictedness. The
ring, for example, forces the space to be a connected continuum,
which leads to a different arrangement of patents and clusters than
might emerge in a hierarchical structure that allows for freer
branching and sub-branching. This could actually be beneficial, as
it is part of what may actually force the patents and clusters to be
arranged in a new way, supplying a new representation to a de-
signer that may be examining the structures.

3.3 Function Based Content versus Surface Based
Content. The use of just function based content, the verbs, and
just surface based content, the nouns, has proven to be an effective
way of extracting different representations of the space that are
based on different perspectives of the patents. It is clear that the
function based structures, Figs. 2 and 4, and the examples called
out in Sec. 3.1, that the patents are arranged and grouped based on

related functionality. These relationships are easily understood in
an efficient way by examining the cluster labels, as well as the
region labels. The surface based structures, Figs. 3 and 5, and the
examples called out in Sec. 3.1, show that surface based input
data yield structures, regions and clusters of patents that commu-
nicate surface similarity, whether that is common field of applica-
tion or common componentry among the clustered patents.

With respect to using these structures for design-by-analogy
purposes, it would be interesting to perhaps combine the surface
based structure with the function based structure in practice. If a
cross-domain analogy was discovered through functional similar-
ity by exploring the function structure, the area of application
could be further explored by then looking to the surface based
structure. Further analogical transfer could be achieved through
the exploration of the surface features that are associated with the
desired functionality—switching between the function based and
surface based structure by discovering a patent or design of inter-
est in one structure, and locating it in the other structure.

3.4 Design Problem in the Structure. In the content shown
in Figs. 2–5, the function based and surface based hierarchy and
ring structures show a continuity of functionality and surface con-
tent in the space, which is what enabled regions to be extracted.
This continuity within the structure is exciting, as it implies that a
designer seeking inspiration can traverse the structure in a mean-
ingful way. As described in Sec. 2.4, the design problem was
placed in the LSA space to find a “starting point,” indicated by a
red dot in all figures of structures in this paper. Generally

Fig. 5 Third best surface based structure, ring showing regions of surface content
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speaking, the cluster selected as the starting point for all structures
was one in which mechanical devices or motion was involved in
the patents, and many of which were related to energy. Some
examples are patent 82, torque limiting control, patent 72, single
drive, multiscrew sorter with pusher means, patent 70, fuel injec-
tion system for linear engines, patent 38, synchronous drive pin
clutch, patent 48, solar energy thermally powered electrical gener-
ating system, among others. This set of patents, while not directly
solving the design problem at hand, does have potential for inspir-
ing designs for capturing energy from human motion, whether
through examining possible mechanisms to repurpose, energy
sources to augment human energy with, or even possibly ways to
store the energy once generated. From that starting point in each
structure, a designer could branch out to explore other clusters
nearby within the “mechanical” or “motion” region, or examine
other desired subfunctionalities of the design problem or solution.

We anticipate that this type of guided exploration of the patent
space will save the designer time, as compared to searching the
USPTO website or other sources of analogical inspiration, and
also contribute novel, inspirational, and relevant external stimuli.
This methodology can, and in future work will, be applied to
spaces including a much larger quantity of patents. As the patent
space grows and the algorithm is run on much larger data sets, we
expect the structures to become more complex and rich. More pat-
ents will allow for a smoother continuity of functionality over the
structure, as there will be more fodder for transitions between
nodes. We also expect that the clusters will become larger as
more patents with more in common enter the space. The algorithm
is currently run to favor simpler structures, or rather structures
with fewer nodes; so as the patent space grows, this leads to larger
clusters as opposed to smaller clusters in larger quantities.

3.5 Opportunities and Limitations. While the structures of
design data in this work show great promise for being the basis of
an automated design-by-analogy facilitation tool, there is still
much work to be done to turn it into a usable, marketable compu-
tational design tool. First, the method must be scaled up signifi-
cantly to include a much larger set of patents in order to achieve a
reasonable probability of encountering very high quality analogi-
cal stimuli with respect to the design problem. This requires
streamlining of the code, and a way of automatically prefiltering
the patents if necessary to include only those of interest. Second, a
way of quantitatively evaluating the quality of the cluster labels is
needed. Currently, the labels are validated by expert opinion or
manual cross-checking with patent content, an inefficient and sub-
jective process. The scoring of the quality of the labels would ena-
ble a more streamlined process for improving them, in that they
could be quickly and objectively evaluated, rerun, and re-
evaluated in an iterative way that is not currently easy to accom-
plish. In addition, visualization is a crucial element to making this
methodology usable. An engineering designer needs a way to nav-
igate the space with a smooth and intuitive interface, allowing
them to zoom in and out, expand sections of interest in the struc-
tures, digest and analyze the actual content of a patent while navi-
gating the structure, and visualizing thousands of patents or just a
few patents at once, both in a meaningful, informative, and ideally
inspiring way. This element is mostly a matter of developing a
user interface, though testing it to maximize usability with user
feedback would be necessary. Ultimately, the key beneficiaries of
this work are engineering designers undertaking new and innova-
tive product design; when compared to what most average design-
ers use to research patents—internet searches, this tool has the
potential to save them time and give them more inspiring and
fruitful results.

In terms of the usefulness of such a tool, and the associated,
underlying identification of structural form, recent research con-
siders cognitive science studies of the proposed approach [80–82].
Exemplar results from these studies indicate that if the goal of
conceptual ideation is to ultimately generate and develop a
concept that is high quality and novel, then analogizing over rela-

tively far-field, less-common examples is an effective way to do
this. There are also implications for the design of tools and meth-
ods to support design-by-analogy. Computational tools that are
able to define and compute functional and surface similarity
between items in a design space in a principled manner relative to
a current design problem would hold excellent potential as aids
for inspiration. These tools might be able to maximize the poten-
tial benefits of analogies by retrieving and delivering to the de-
signer in a timely manner surface dissimilar analogies and
potentially even analogies that do not necessarily provide direct
solutions to the target problem. If these systems are able to give
priority to analogies that are relatively unusual or infrequently
encountered, the potential for inspiration might be even higher

4 Conclusions

The goal of this work is to create a foundation for a computational
design tool that allows designers to have automatic access to analog-
ical stimuli from a design repository. We have presented results of a
methodology that combines latent semantic analysis preprocessing
and postprocessing of the data with Kemp and Tenenbaum’s Bayes-
ian model for discovering structural form [36]. We have shown that
this methodology, as applied to a repository of random designs from
the U.S. patent database, preprocessed to contain only function
based content and only surface based content, has promising impli-
cations for the development of a computational design tool. The
method has proven to produce diverse structures of patent data that
lead to insights regarding the functional or surface relatedness of
individual or groups of patents. The algorithm serves to uncover
structure that could produce innovative thought and previously
unconsidered relationships, ultimately leading to the potential identi-
fication of useful analogical stimuli in design practice.
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Appendix A: 100 Randomly Selected Patents Used

Patent
index
number

U.S. patent
number Patent title

1 5,819,950 Portable trommel
2 4,506,651 Wood stove
3 5,239,707 Method of manufacturing apparatus for

restraining a necktie
4 4,535,756 Solar collectors
5 4,304,332 Package
6 6,612,806 Turbo-engine with an array of wall elements

that can be cooled and method for cooling
an array of wall elements

7 5,762,169 Retractable auxiliary luggage case attach-
ment and security tether mechanism and
method

8 6,716,115 Thread wound golf ball
9 4,678,083 Intrusion indicating shield for consumer

products
10 4,813,672 Batters’ box
11 4,649,970 Magnetically actuated vapor valve
12 6,481,735 Apparatus for carrying a load behind a

bicycle
13 4,380,233 Control device for an artificial respirator
14 6,991,656 Method and apparatus for performing a min-

imally invasive total hip arthroplasty
15 7,059,508 Surgical stapling instrument incorporating

an uneven multistroke firing mechanism
having a rotary transmission

16 4,488,547 Face mask
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Appendix. Continued

Patent
index
number

U.S. patent
number Patent title

17 5,228,241 Method and machine for grinding
18 4,379,706 Slidable-type constant velocity universal

joint
19 4,233,773 Attachments in model airplanes
20 5,416,955 Trigger-closing carabiner
21 7,215,986 Signal processing apparatus
22 4,705,065 Safety relief system for control or vent

valves
23 4,432,481 Splice-in-register control
24 4,203,505 Car hoist
25 3,970,149 Horseshoe
26 5,590,608 Lockable lock box mounting assembly and

method
27 6,348,064 Wound site management and wound closure

device
28 5,062,652 Sulky
29 5,768,928 Method of making an hydraulically efficient

ribbed pipe
30 6,044,919 Rotary spade drill arrangement
31 5,921,843 Remote controlled toy vehicle
32 4,483,066 Apparatus for locking fasteners
33 6,776,447 Vehicle roof with a top which is movable

between closed and open positions
34 4,913,681 Shock absorbing rotary gear coupling
35 5,964,159 Inclined or vertical lift
36 6,505,991 Self-centering shaft adapter
37 6,616,409 Method of designing an Impeller blade
38 6,769,593 Synchronous drive pin clutch
39 6,782,855 Valve train and method for reducing oil flow

to deactivated engine valves
40 4,251,075 Maze game apparatus
41 5,528,878 Automated apparatus and method for con-

solidating products for packaging
42 5,819,391 Surface fastener and method of manufactur-

ing the same
43 5,842,652 Waste recyclable processing mechanism
44 4,407,173 Device for removing insulation from an

insulated conductor
45 4,230,228 Pin type solid butt rotary coupler
46 5,305,697 Method and apparatus for disposing of waste

material
47 4,241,749 Pressure compensating valve
48 4,876,854 Solar energy thermally powered electrical

generating system
49 6,143,013 High performance braided catheter

50 6,186,701 Elongate flexible container
51 5,931,180 Electropneumatic positioner
52 7,083,469 Modular mounting sleeve for jack

53 5,437,133 Grille fastener assembly

54 6,439,451 Method of making aluminum alloy plate for
bearing

55 7,225,722 Linear drive
56 5,265,643 Constant flow rate control valve with low

pressure drop start
57 5,984,148 Self-cleaning pressure relief and bypass

valve, dispensing apparatus and method
58 5,375,948 Cutting insert for cutting and grooving tools
59 6,367,521 Gravity feed fluid dispensing valve
60 6,497,607 Interactive toy
61 4,853,977 Patient garment
62 5,993,410 Adjustable probe
63 4,223,996 Apparatus for mixing solid and liquid con-

stituents of mortar or the like
64 4,589,668 Wheeled cart with removable skis
65 3,962,735 Movable bulkhead with guiding and over-

canting prevention means
66 4,124,051 Shock absorbing wheel hub
67 7,175,212 Latch having releasable cinching mechanism
68 4,984,583 Air bubbling mats for therapeutically agitat-

ing bath water

Appendix. Continued

Patent
index
number

U.S. patent
number Patent title

69 4,259,034 Bale handling apparatus
70 6,634,325 Fuel injection system for linear engines
71 4,123,000 Method of starting a hot air furnace
72 5,909,815 Single drive, multiscrew sorter with pusher

means
73 3,975,130 Installation for producing glassceramic tiles
74 4,103,708 Ventilated poppet damper
75 3,964,473 Bone prosthesis
76 4,705,064 Safety seal for an operating lever
77 6,142,689 Envelope leveler for printer feeder
78 5,273,173 Screw top
79 5,438,724 Method for using plastic fasteners for shoe-

lasting applications
80 6,974,456 Method to treat gastric reflux via the detec-

tion and ablation of gastro-esophageal
nerves and receptors

81 4,867,134 Fluid-heating solar collector
82 3,941,514 Torque limiting control
83 6,109,282 Self-erecting loop structure
84 4,303,397 Smoke generating apparatus
85 5,899,571 Beach towel, tote bag and beach umbrella

system
86 6,234,452 Hand operable motorcycle stand
87 4,841,621 Shaft adjuster
88 4,142,679 Building heating system
89 6,634,044 Compact stretcher
90 4,270,310 Support device for an upstanding plant sup-

port rod in a plant pot
91 5,423,097 Emergency drop fowler and gatch
92 5,572,898 Modular die transfer system
93 3,938,909 Single needle alternating flow blood pump

system
94 5,647,066 Safety helmet visor
95 6,119,041 Apparatus and method for linear lesion

ablation
96 4,484,762 Ski binding and boot
97 4,762,262 Side-fed stapler
98 6,164,698 Steering device for automobiles
99 6,062,856 Dental implant hole guide extension
100 4,739,727 Animal waterer
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